PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME
Tony Slaven Doctoral Workshop
ABH Annual Meeting
Open University
28 June 2018

Location: Lund Room, Michael Young Building, Open University

10.00-10.30  Welcome reception, introductions, and schedule for the day (coffee and tea available upon arrival)

10.30-11.45  Session 1: Banking and Finance


Oluwatoyin Olojido (Leeds): Old dogs and new tricks: The British aristocracy and new share issues, 1891-1914

11.45-12.30  Professional Development: Roundtable on Doctoral Examinations

12.30-1.30   LUNCH (provided by Slaven Workshop)

1.40-2.30    Professional Development: Publishing in Academic Journals

Professor Peter Miskell

2.30-2.45    ‘comfort break’

2.45-4.00    Session 2: Business History in the Developing World

Julia Fernando (Aston): Towards a business history of women entrepreneurs in Uganda

Beatriz Rodriguez (Queen Mary): Financing varieties of capitalism in developing economies – from stand-alone to business groups: the case of Colombia after 1950

4.00-4.15    Summing Up

Student presentations should aim for about 20 minutes in length to allow 15 minutes for questions and comment from the audience. Papers do not need to be circulated ahead of time but if students desire fuller feedback we can circulate them prior to the event. Such papers must be sent to Dr. Larson (mjlarson@uclan.ac.uk) no later than 20th June, 2018.